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a b s t r a c t
Let I be an integrally closed m-primary ideal of a two-dimensional regular local ring
(R,m, k). By Zariski’s unique factorization theorem, the ideal I factors as Is11 · · · Ishh , where
the si are positive integers and the Ii are distinct simple integrally closed ideals. For each
integer i with 1 ≤ i ≤ h, let Vi denote the unique Rees valuation ring associated with
Ii, and let vi denote the Rees valuation associated with Vi. Assume that the field k is
relatively algebraically closed in the residue field k(vi) of Vi. Let J = (a, b)R be a reduction
of I and let
 a
b

vi
denote the image of ab in the residue field k(vi) of Vi. We prove that
k(vi) : k
 a
b

vi
 = si. Assume that (e, f )R is a reduction of Ii. We prove that there exists
a minimal generating set {gesi , gesi−1f , . . . , gf si , ξsi+1, . . . , ξr } for I , where g ∈
∏
j≠i I
sj
j
with gVi = (∏j≠i Isjj )Vi and vi(ξp) > vi(I) for p with si + 1 ≤ p ≤ r . There exists
Qi ∈ Min(mR[It]) such that Vi = R[It]Qi ∩ Q(R). We prove that the quotient ring R[It]/Qi
is normal Cohen–Macaulay with minimal multiplicity at its maximal homogeneous ideal
with this multiplicity being si. In particular, R[It]/Qi is regular if and only if si = 1.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
All rings we consider are assumed to be commutative with an identity element. We use the concept of integrally closed
ideals as defined and discussed in [11, Chapters 5,6,14], and the structure theory of two-dimensional regular local rings
(RLRs for short) as presented in [13, Appendix 5] and in [5]. We also use the following definitions.
Let I be a nonzero ideal of a Noetherian local ring (R,m) and let t be an indeterminate over R. The following graded rings
are naturally associated with I:
(1) The Rees algebra R[It] = ⊕i≥0I it i ⊆ R[t].
(2) The associated graded ring grI(R) = R[It,t−1](t−1)R[It,t−1] = ⊕i≥0 I
i
I i+1 .
(3) The fiber ring F(I) = R[It]mR[It] = ⊕i≥0 I
i
mI i .
The following concepts are defined by Northcott and Rees in [10]. The analytic spread of I , denoted ℓ(I), is the dimension
of the fiber ring F(I) of I . An ideal J ⊆ I is said to be a reduction of I if there exists a nonnegative integer n such that JIn = In+1.
If J is a reduction of I , then J requires at least ℓ(I) generators. Reductions of I with ℓ(I) generators are necessarily minimal
reductions in the sense that no properly smaller ideal is a reduction of I . If the residue field R/m is infinite, then theminimal
reductions of I are precisely the reductions of I generated by ℓ(I) elements.
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The order of I , denoted ordRI , is r if I ⊆ mr but I * mr+1. An ideal I is simple if I ≠ L · H , for any proper ideals L and H .
An element α ∈ R is said to be integral over I if α satisfies an equation of the form
αn + r1αn−1 + · · · + rn = 0, where ri ∈ I i.
The set of all elements in Rwhich are integral over an ideal I forms an ideal, denoted by I and called the integral closure of
I . An ideal I is said to be integrally closed if I = I . Let I be a nonzero ideal of a Noetherian integral domain R. The set of Rees
valuation rings of I , denoted Rees I , is the set of discrete valuation rings (DVR for short)
R
 I
a

Q
| 0 ≠ a ∈ I and Q ∈ Spec

R
 I
a

is of height one with I ⊂ Q

,
where ∗ denotes integral closure in the field of fractions. The corresponding discrete valuationswith value groupZ are called
the Rees valuations of I .
Let (R,m, k) be a Noetherian local domain, let V be a DVR that birationally dominates R and let v be the corresponding
valuation with value group Z. In Section 3, for a nonzero ideal L of R, we define LV := {a ∈ L | aV ≠ LV }. If (R,m, k) is a
two-dimensional Noetherian normal local domain such that the field k is relatively algebraically closed in the residue field
k(v) of V and k ≠ k(v), we prove in Theorem 3.5 for anm-primary ideal L of R that dimk
 L
LV

> 1 if and only if V ∈ Rees L.
In general, if d+1 := dimk
 L
LV

, and a, b1, . . . , bd in L are such that their imagesa, b1, . . . , bd in LLV are linearly independent
over k, we prove in Proposition 3.4 that the elements 1,
 b1
a

v
, . . . ,
 bd
a

v
in k(v) are linearly independent over k. Thus if d
is positive, then the field k is properly contained in k(v).
The papers [7,8] and [4] consider questions of a similar nature to the questions considered in this paper. For the main
results in this paper we use the following setting.
Setting 1.1. Let (R,m, k) be a two-dimensional regular local ring with maximal idealm = (x, y)R, residue field k, and field
of fractionsQ(R). Let I be an integrally closedm-primary ideal. Zariski’s unique factorization theorem [11, Theorem 14.4.9]
implies that I = Is11 · · · Ishh , where the si are positive integers and the Ii are distinct simple integrally closed ideals. To examine
properties of the simple factors of I , it is convenient to write I = K nL, where K is a simple integrally closed ideal and either
L = R, or L is an integrally closedm-primary ideal that does not have K as a factor. Let V be the unique Rees valuation ring
of K and let v denote the Rees valuation associated with V . We observe in Remark 2.4 that V = R[Kt]P ∩ Q(R), where
Min(mR[Kt]) = {P}. Since V ∈ ReesI , we also have V = R[It]Q ∩ Q(R) for some Q ∈ Min(mR[It]). Let J := (a, b)R be a
reduction of I and let ( ab )v denote the image of
a
b in the residue field k(v) of V .
With the notation of Setting 1.1, in Section 3 we assume that the field k is relatively algebraically closed in the residue
field k(v) of V . We show in Theorem 3.2 that

k(v) : k

( ab )v

= n. Assume that (e, f )R is a reduction of K . We prove in
Theorem 3.7 that dimk
 K
KV
 = 2 and for each positive integer nwe have dimk  Kn(Kn)V  = n+ 1. In Theorem 3.8 we show the
following :
(1) There exists a minimal generating set { ξ0, . . . , ξn, . . . , ξr } of I such that
ξ0 := gen, ξ1 := gen−1f , . . . , ξn−1 := gef n−1, ξn := gf n,
where g ∈ Lwith gV = LV and where v(ξj) > v(ξ0) = · · · = v(ξn) = v(I) for jwith n+ 1 ≤ j ≤ r .
(2) ForQ ∈ Min(mR[It]) such that V := R[It]Q∩Q(R), we have R[It]Q is a two-dimensional normal Cohen–Macaulay standard
graded domain over k that has minimal multiplicity at its maximal homogeneous ideal N with this multiplicity being
e
 R[It]N
QN
 = n.
In Section 4, we present several examples.
We denote by µ(I) the number of elements in a minimal basis of an ideal I of a local ring (R,m), and denote by e(R) the
multiplicity of the maximal idealm of R.
2. Preliminaries
Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local domain and let (V ,n) be a valuation domain dominating R. The quadratic dilatation of
R with respect to V as defined in [9, page 141] is a useful tool. It is the unique local ring S on the blowup Blm(R) ofm that
is dominated by V . The idealmV is principal and is generated by an element ofm. Let a ∈ m be such that aV = mV . Then
R[m/a] ⊂ V . Let Q = n∩ R[m/a]. Then S = R[m/a]Q is the quadratic dilatation of Rwith respect to V . In the special case
where (R,m) is a two-dimensional normal local domain we use the following terminology.
Definition 2.1. Let (R,m) be a two-dimensional normal local domain. Let x ∈ m \m2 and letM be any maximal ideal of
R[mx ] containingm. Then the local ring
R1 := R
m
x

M
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is called a local quadratic transform of R. Let I is anm-primary ideal of Rwith r := ordR(I). Then one has in R1
IR1 = xr IR1 for some ideal IR1 ofR1.
The ideal IR1 is called the proper transform of I in R1.
Remark 2.2. Let (R,m) be a two-dimensional normal Noetherian local domain. Let I be an m-primary ideal and let J =
(a, b)R be a reduction of I . The Rees valuation rings of I are precisely the DVRs V that birationally dominate R and have the
property that the image of ab in the residue field k(v) of V is transcendental over the residue field R/m of R. This follows
because R satisfies the dimension formula,mR[ ab ] is a height-one prime and V dominates the one-dimensional local domain
R[ ab ]mR[ ab ].
Remark 2.3. Let (R,m, k) be a two-dimensional regular local ring and let I be anm-primary integrally closed ideal. Let V be
a Rees valuation ring of I and let J be the simple integrally closedm-primary ideal associated with V . Assume that the field
k is relatively algebraically closed in the residue field k(v) of V , i.e., every element of k(v) that is algebraic over k is already
in k. Then:
(1) The field k(v) is a simple transcendental field extension of k [1]. Moreover, if (c, d)R is a reduction of J , then the image ξ
of c/d in the residue field k(v) of V is such that k(v) = k(ξ). This is shown in [6, Remark 3.5] in the case where the field
k is algebraically closed and the proof given there applies in the more general case where k is relatively algebraically
closed in k(v).
(2) Let (a, b)R be a reduction of I . The image ( ab )v of
a
b in the residue field k(v) of V is transcendental over k, cf. Remark 2.2.
Thus ( ab )v is a nonconstant rational function in ξ with coefficients in k. The degree of the field extension

k(v) : k

( ab )v

is the degree with respect to ξ of the rational function ( ab )v , cf. [12, Section 10.2] or [3, Exercise 18, page 530].
Remark 2.4 connects the Rees valuations of anm-primary ideal I of R and the minimal primes of the idealmR[It] in R[It],
cf. [11, Ch. 10, exercises].
Remark 2.4. Let (R,m, k) be a Noetherian local normal domain of dimension d > 0. Let I be anm-primary normal ideal, i.e.,
the ideal In is integrally closed for all positive integers n. Let V ∈ ReesI and let a ∈ I be such that aV = IV . Then R[ Ia ] ⊂ V
and V is a localization of R[ Ia ]. Hence there exists q ∈ Min(aR[ Ia ]) such that R[ Ia ]q = V . Consider the multiplicatively closed
set {(at)i}i≥0 of the Rees ring R[It] generated by the homogeneous element at of degree one. We have the following maps:
R[ Ia ] ↩→ R[ Ia ][at] ↩→ R[ Ia ][at, 1at ] = R[It][ 1at ]
R[It]
Since R[ Ia ][at, 1at ] is a Laurent polynomial ring over R[ Ia ], the prime ideals of R[ Ia ] are in a natural one-to-one correspondence
with the homogeneous prime ideals of the Laurent polynomial ring R[ Ia ][at, 1at ] defined by extension and contraction of
ideals. LetQ := qR[ Ia ][at, 1at ]. Since htq = 1, we have htQ = 1. Let Q := Q ∩ R[It]. Since at /∈ qR[ Ia ][at], we have htQ = 1
and Q ∈ Min(mR[It]). Let W := R[It]Q = R[ Ia ][at, 1at ]Q , and let mw denote the maximal ideal of W and mv the maximal
ideal of V . Then W/mw = (V/mv)(at), and hence W/mw is a simple transcendental extension of V/mv generated by the
image of at in W/mw . In the case where (R,m, k) is a two-dimensional RLR such that the residue field k of R is relatively
algebraically closed in the residue field k(v) of V , then Remark 2.3 implies that the field W/mw is purely transcendental
over k of transcendence degree 2.
Notation 2.5. Let (R,m, k) be a two-dimensional regular local ring withm = (x, y)R and let I be anm-primary ideal. Let
ΣI := {f ∗ | f ∈ I and ordR(f ) = ordR(I)},
where f ∗ denotes the leading form of f in grm(R) = k[x∗, y∗], a polynomial ring in the two variables x∗, y∗. As in
[13, Definition 2, page 364] or [11, Remarks 14.1.1] we define c(I) := GCD(ΣI) to be the content of I and let r := ordR(I). If
I is integrally closed, then
(1) For a positive integer s, the ideal I hasms as a factor if and only if s ≤ r − deg c(I) [11, Proposition 14.1.12].
(2) If I = mnL, where L is an integrally closed m-primary ideal that does not have m as a factor, then c(I) = c(L) and
deg

c(I)
 = ordR(I)−n ≥ 1. Moreover, there exists an element g ∈ L such that ordR(g) = ordR(L) = deg c(I). Hence
ΣL = ⟨g∗⟩ is a one-dimensional k-vector space. Therefore dimk(ΣI) = n+ 1 and
ΣI = ⟨g∗x∗n , g∗x∗n−1y∗, . . . , g∗x∗y∗n−1 , g∗y∗n⟩ ⊆

grm(R)

r .
We observe in Lemma 2.6 that an ideal and a reduction of the ideal have the same content and order.
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Lemma 2.6. Let (R,m) be a two-dimensional regular local ring and let I be an m-primary ideal. If J is a reduction of I, then
ordR(I) = ordR(J) and c(I) = c(J).
Proof. Since J is a reduction of I , we have JIn = In+1 for some integer n ≥ 0. Thus ordR(J)+ nordR(I) = (n+ 1)ordR(I), and
hence ordR(J) = ordR(I). We also have c(J)c(I)n = c(I)n+1, and therefore c(J) = c(I). 
3. The main results
We use the following setting.
Setting 3.1. Let (R,m, k) be a two-dimensional regular local ring withm = (x, y)R. Let I be anm-primary integrally closed
ideal with r := ordRI and let J := (a, b)R be a reduction of I . Let n be a positive integer. Assume that I = K nL, where K is a
simple integrally closedm-primary ideal and either L = R or L is an integrally closedm-primary ideal, that does not have K
as a factor. Let V denote the Rees valuation associated with K and let v be the corresponding valuation. Let
 a
b

v
denote the
image of ab in the residue field k(v) of V . Assume that the residue field k is relatively algebraically closed in the residue field
k(v) of V .
Theorem 3.2. Let notation be as in Setting 3.1. Then we have
k(v) : k
a
b

v

= n.
Proof. We first consider the case where K = m. Notice in this case that the field k is relatively algebraically closed in k(v)
since k(v) is a simple transcendental extension of k generated by the image of yx . By Notation 2.5, there exists g ∈ L such
that g∗ = GCD(ΣI) and deg(g∗) = r − n. By Remark 2.3, we have v(a) = v(b) = v(I) = r , and hence a∗ ∈ ΣI and
b∗ ∈ ΣI . By Lemma 2.6, c(I) = c(J) = GCD(a∗, b∗). Hence there exist nonzero relatively prime homogeneous polynomials
P,Q ∈ grm(R)n such that
a∗ = g∗P and b∗ = g∗Q .
We have

k(v) : k

( ab )v

= n, because P and Q are relatively prime homogeneous polynomials of degree n, cf. Remark 2.3.
We now consider the case where K ≠ m, and thus v ≠ ordR. By [1, Theorem 3] or [11, Theorem 14.5.2], there exists a
unique finite sequence
(R,m) = (R0,m0) < (R1,m1) < (R2,m2) < · · · < (Rs,ms) < (V ,mV ),
where (Ri,mi) is a local quadratic transformation of (Ri−1,mi−1) for i = 1, . . . , s, and (Rs,ms) is a two-dimensional regular
local ring withms := (xs, ys), and V is thems-adic order valuation ring of Rs, and hence v = ordRs . Let
IR1···Ri be the proper transform of IR1···Ri−1 in Ri
for iwith 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Then the proper transform K R1···Rs of K in Rs, is the maximal idealms of Rs. Hence we have
IR1···Rs = mns LR1···Rs ,
where LR1···Rs is an integrally closed ideal andms does not divide LR1···Rs . Since J is a reduction of I , by Lemma 2.6, ordR(J) = r .
We observe that the proper transform JR1 := (1a,1 b)R1 of J in R1 is a reduction of IR1 , where
1a := a
xr
and 1b := b
xr
.
For this it suffices to show that IR1 is integral over (1a,1 b)R1, or equivalently by [11, Proposition 1.5.2] that IR[mx ] = xr I
′
is
integral over JR[mx ] = xr(1a,1 b). Since I is integral over J in R, this last statement is clear. By induction, we define ia,i b in a
similar manner, i.e., if rs−1 := ordRs−1(IR1···Rs−1), then ordRs−1(JR1···Rs−1) = rs−1, and we set
sa :=
s−1a
xrs−1s−1
and sb :=
s−1b
xrs−1s−1
.
Then JR1···Rs := (sa,s b)Rs is a reduction of IR1···Rs and IR1···Rs = mns LR1···Rs , and by construction of ia,i b, we have
a
b
=
1a
1b
= · · · =
sa
sb
.
Hence by the case where K = m, we have
k(v) : k
 sa
sb

v

=

k(v) : k
a
b

v

= n. 
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Notation 3.3. Let (R,m, k) be a Noetherian local domain, let V be a DVR that birationally dominates R and let v be the
corresponding valuation with value group Z. For a nonzero ideal L of R, we define
LV := {a ∈ L | aV ≠ LV }.
Then we have:
(1) LV ⊆ L and v(mL) = v(m)+ v(L) > v(L). HencemL ⊆ LV and thus LLV is an R/m = k-vector space.
(2) Since there exists an element ℓ ∈ L such that ℓV = LV , we always have dimk
 L
LV
 ≥ 1. Notice that if L := R, then
LV = m.
(3) If d := dimk
 L
LV

, then there exist elements a1, . . . , ad, c1, . . . , cm in L such that {a1, . . . , ad, c1, . . . , cm} is a minimal
generating set for L and the images a1, . . . ,ad in LLV form a basis of LLV over k.
Proposition 3.4. Let notation be as in Notation 3.3 and let k(v) denote the residue field of V . Assume that d+ 1 := dimk
 L
LV

,
and that a, b1, . . . , bd in L are such that their imagesa, b1, . . . , bd in LLV are linearly independent over k. Then the elements
1,
 b1
a

v
, . . . ,
 bd
a

v
in k(v) are linearly independent over k. Thus if d is positive, then the field k is properly contained in k(v).
Proof. Assume that
λ0
a
a

v
+ λ1
b1
a

v
+ · · · + λd
bd
a

v
= 0 in k(v),
where the λi ∈ k are images of elements λi ∈ R. Then we have
λ0

a
a

+ λ1

b1
a

+ · · · + λd
 bd
a
 ∈ mv
⇒ v

λ0a +λ1b1 + λ2b2+···+λdbd
a

> 0
⇒ vλ0a + λ1b1 + λ2b2 + · · · + λdbd > v(a)
⇒ λ0a + λ1b1 + λ2b2 + · · · + λdbd ∈ LV .
In L/LV , we have λ0a+ λ1b1 + · · · + λdbd = 0. Sincea, b1, . . . , bd in LLV are linearly independent over k, each of the λi ∈ m
and hence all the λi = 0. 
Theorem 3.5. Let (R,m, k) be two-dimensional Noetherian normal local domain. Let (V ,mv) be a DVR that birationally
dominates R and has the property that the field k is relatively algebraically closed in the residue field k(v) of V and k ≠ k(v). Let
L be anm-primary ideal of R. Then
dimk
 L
LV

> 1 ⇐⇒ V ∈ Rees L.
Proof. (⇒) Let d + 1 := dimk
 L
LV

> 1. Then there exist elements a, b1, . . . , bd ∈ L such thata, b1, . . . , bd ∈ LLV are
linearly independent over k. By Proposition 3.4,
 b1
a

v
/∈ k and hence  b1a v is transcendental over k. Since aV = LV , we have
L/a ⊆ V . Consider the following inclusions of rings:
R ⊂ T := R
b1
a

⊂ S := R
 L
a

⊂ V .
Let p := mv ∩ R
 L
a

and q := mv ∩ R
 b1
a

. By the Dimension Inequality ([11, Theorem B.2.5]), we have
htq+ tr. degk κ(q) ≤ htm+ tr. degR T .
Since
 b1
a

v
is transcendental over k, we have tr. degk κ(q) = 1, and hence htq ≤ 1. Since q contracts to the nonzero prime
ideal m, we have htq = 1. Since p ∩ T = q, the local ring Sp birationally dominates the one-dimensional Noetherian
local domain Tq. By the Krull–Akizuki Theorem [11, Theorem 4.9.2], V is a localization of the integral closure of Sp. Hence
V ∈ Rees L.
(⇐) Assume V ∈ Rees L. Then V is a localization of the integral closure of R[L/a] for some nonzero a ∈ L. Since R[L/a] is
a finitely generated R-algebra, the dimension formula [11, Theorem B.3.2] implies that tr. degk k(v) > 0. Hence there exists
an element b ∈ L such that  ba v in k(v) is transcendental over k. It follows that the imagesa,b of a, b in LLV are linearly
independent over k. 
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Corollary 3.6. Let (R,m, k) be a two-dimensional regular local ring and let K be a simple integrally closed m-primary ideal.
Let V be the Rees valuation ring associated with K and let v be the corresponding valuation. Assume that the field k is relatively
algebraically closed in the residue field k(v) of V . Let L be anm-primary integrally closed ideal. Then
dimk

L
LV

> 1 ⇐⇒ K divides L.
Proof. Theorem 3.5 implies that dimk
 L
LV

> 1 if and only if V ∈ Rees L. By Zariski’s factorization theory [11,
Theorem 14.4.9], K divides L if and only if V ∈ ReesL. 
Theorem 3.7. Let (R,m, k) be a two-dimensional regular local ring and let K be a simple integrally closedm-primary ideal. Let V
be the Rees valuation associated with K and let v be the corresponding valuation. Assume that the field k is relatively algebraically
closed in the residue field k(v) of V 1 and that (e, f )R is a 2-generated reduction of K . Then
(1) dimk
 K
KV
 = 2.
(2) For each positive integer n we have dimk
 Kn
(Kn)V
 = n+ 1.
Proof. (1) If K = m, then (e, f )R = m. Assume that K ≠ m. We show there exists aminimal generating set {e, f , d1, . . . , dt}
of K such that v(di) > v(e) = v(f ) = v(K) for i with 1 ≤ i ≤ t . Since dimkΣK = 1, we may assume that ΣK = ⟨e∗⟩
as a k-vector space and that ordR(f ) > ordR(K). Moreover, using that ΣK = ⟨e∗⟩, there exists a minimal generating set
{e, f , c1, . . . , ct} of K such that ordR(ci) > ordR(e) = ordR(K) for each i. If v(ci) > v(f ), let di := ci. If v(ci) = v(f ) and ci
f

v
∈ k(v) is in the subfield k, then  cif v = ri for some ri ∈ R\m and v(ci−rif ) > v(f ). We let di := ci−rif . If v(ci) = v(f )
and
 ci
f

v
∈ k(v) is not in k, then  cif v is transcendental over k because k is relatively algebraically closed in k(v). We show
that this case is not possible. For in this case V ∈ Rees(f , ci)R by Theorem 3.5 and hence (f , ci)R is a multiple of K . Since
ordR(f , ci)R > ordR(K), we have (f , ci)R = KF , where F is an integrally closedm-primary ideal. Since (e, f )R is a reduction
of K , we have v(e) = v(f ) = v(K). However, v(F) > 0 gives a contradiction. Hence dimk
 K
KV
 = 2.
(2) By item (1), the ideal K n is generated by the elements en, en−1f , . . . , ef n−1, f n and elements h1, . . . , hs, where
v(hj) > v(en) = v(en−1f ) = · · · = v(ef n−1) = v(f n) = v(K n),
for jwith 1 ≤ j ≤ s. This shows that dimk
 Kn
(Kn)V
 ≤ n+ 1.
By Remark 2.3, the image
 e
f

v
of ef in k(v) is transcendental over k, and hence the elements 1,
 e
f

v
, . . . ,
 e
f
n
v
are linearly
independent over k. Assume that ri ∈ R are such that in Kn(Kn)V , we have r0en + r1en−1f + · · · + rnf n = 0. It follows that in
k(v)we have
r0
 e
f
n
v
+ · · · + rn−1
 e
f

v
+ rn1 = 0.
Since the elements 1,
 e
f

v
, . . . ,
 e
f
n
v
are linearly independent over k, all the ri ∈ m. Hence en,en−1f , . . . ,f n in Kn(Kn)V are
linearly independent over k, and thus we have dimk
 Kn
(Kn)V
 = n+ 1. 
Theorem 3.8. Let the notation be as in Setting 3.1. Thus I = K nL. Assume that (e, f )R is a reduction of K . Then :
(1) There exists a minimal generating set { ξ0, . . . , ξn, . . . , ξr } of I such that
ξ0 := gen, ξ1 := gen−1f , . . . , ξn−1 := gef n−1, ξn := gf n,
where g ∈ L \ LV and where v(ξj) > v(ξ0) = · · · = v(ξn) = v(I) for j with n+ 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
(2) For Q ∈ Min(mR[It]) such that V := R[It]Q ∩ Q(R), we have R[It]Q is a two-dimensional normal Cohen–Macaulay
standard graded domain over k that has minimal multiplicity at its maximal homogeneous ideal N with this multiplicity
being e
 R[It]N
QN
 = n.
Proof. (1): Notice that r + 1 = µ(I) ≥ n + 1, where the first equality is by [6, Theorem 2.1]. Since L does not have K as
a factor, we have dimk
 L
LV
 = 1 by Corollary 3.6. Hence there exist elements g, c1, . . . , cm in L such that {g, c1, . . . , cm}
is a minimal generating set for L and v(ci) > v(g) = v(L) for i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Theorem 3.7(1) implies that there exist
elements d1, . . . , dt in K such that {e, f , d1, . . . , dt} is a minimal generating set for K and v(dj) > v(e) = v(f ) = v(K) for j
1 If the field k is algebraically closed, then k is relatively algebraically closed in k(v).
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with 1 ≤ j ≤ t . Theorem 3.7(2) implies that the ideal K n is generated by the elements en, en−1f , . . . , ef n−1, f n and elements
h1, . . . , hs, where
v(hj) > v(en) = v(en−1f ) = · · · = v(ef n−1) = v(f n) = v(K n),
for j with 1 ≤ j ≤ s, and the images en, en−1f , . . . , ef n−1, f n in Kn
(Kn)V
are linearly independent over k. Then the imagesgen, gen−1f , . . . , gef n−1, gf n in KnL
(KnL)V
are linearly independent over k, and thus dimk
 I
IV
 = n + 1. Hence I = K nL is
generated by the elements
ξ0 := gen, ξ1 := gen−1f , . . . , ξn−1 := gef n−1, ξn := gf n (1)
and elements ξn+1, . . . , ξr , where
v(ξj) > v(gen) = v(gen−1f ) = . . . = v(gef n−1) = v(gf n) = v(I),
for jwith n+ 1 ≤ j ≤ r
(2): By Eq. (1) in item (1), we can choose elements
ξ0 := gen, ξ1 := gen−1f , . . . , ξn−1 := gef n−1, ξn := gf n
and ξn+1, . . . , ξr in I such that { ξ0, . . . , ξn, . . . , ξr } is a minimal set of generators of I and v(ξj) > v(ξ0) = · · · = v(ξn) =
v(I) for j with n+ 1 ≤ j ≤ r . Let G := R[It]Q = k[G1] and let gen−if i denote the image of gen−if it in G1 for i with 0 ≤ i ≤ n.
Then we have
G = k[gen, gen−1f , . . . , gef n−1, gf n].
Let X, Y , T0, . . . , Tn be variables over k and consider the following k-algebra maps:
A := k[T0, T1, . . . , Tn−1, Tn] φ−−−−→ k[Xn, Xn−1Y , . . . , XY n−1, Y n] =: Bϕ
G = k[eng, en−1fg, . . . , ef n−1g,ef ng]
where φ(Ti) = Xn−iY i and ϕ(Ti) = gen−if ifor i with 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The kernel of φ is generated by homogeneous polynomials
in A and every such polynomial is in the kernel of ϕ. Therefore there is an induced k-algebra homomorphism of B onto
G. Since B and G are both two-dimensional domains, this induced map is an isomorphism, i.e., G ∼= B. It is well known
that B is a two-dimensional normal domain [2, Theorem 6.1.4], and every two-dimensional normal Noetherian domain is
Cohen–Macaulay. Hence G is Cohen–Macaulay and edim(GN) = n+ 1 and e R[It]NQN  = n. Now we have
e
R[It]N
QN

= n = (n+ 1)− 2+ 1 = edim(GN)− dim(GN)+ 1.
Hence R[It]Q has minimal multiplicity at its maximal homogeneous ideal. 
We record in Corollary 3.9 the case where the exponent of K is equal to one.
Corollary 3.9. Let (R,m, k) be a two-dimensional regular local ring withm = (x, y)R. Let I be anm-primary integrally closed
ideal. Assume that J := (a, b)R is a reduction of I, and that I = KL, where K is a simple integrally closed ideal and L is an integrally
closed ideal that does not have K as a factor. Let ReesK = {V } and let v be the Rees valuation associated with I that corresponds
to K . Assume that (e, f )R is a reduction of K and that the field k is relatively algebraically closed in the residue field k(v) of V .
Then:
(1)

k(v) : k

( ab )v

= 1.
(2) There exist elements ge, gf , c1, . . . , cm in I such that {ge, gf , c1, . . . , cm} is a minimal generating set of I, where g ∈ L with
gV = LV , and where v(cj) > v(ge) = v(gf ) for j = 1, . . . ,m.
Let Q ∈ Min(mR[It]) be such that V := R[It]Q ∩ Q (R). Then:
(3) G := R[It]Q is a polynomial ring in two variables over k.
(4) G is regular.
Proof. Item (1) follows from Theorem 3.2 and the remaining items follow from Theorem 3.8. 
Corollary 3.10 is related to [6, Corollary 3.9].
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Corollary 3.10. Let (R,m, k) be a two-dimensional regular local ring with an algebraically closed residue field k and let I be an
m-primary integrally closed ideal. Let V ∈ ReesI . Zariski’s unique factorization theorem implies that I = K nL, where K is the
simple integrally closedm-primary ideal associated with V and L is either R or an integrally closedm-primary ideal that does not
have K as a factor. Let a ∈ I be such that aV = IV and let q ∈ MinmR Ia  be such that V = R Ia q. Then R Ia q is a principal
ideal domain that is isomorphic to either a polynomial ring k[T ], or to a localization of k[T ] obtained by inverting at most n− 1
nonassociate linear polynomials in k[T ].
Proof. LetQ ∈ Min(mR[It]) be such that at /∈ Q and V = R[It]Q ∩Q(R). By Remark 2.4, we haveQ = qR
 I
a

at, 1at
∩R[It],
where R
 I
a

at, 1at

is a Laurent polynomial ring in the variable at over R
 I
a

. It follows thatR Ia 
q

at,
1
at
 ∼= R[It][1/at]
QR[It][1/at] ,
is a Z-graded ring with component of degree zero
R
 I
a

q
∼=
R[It]at
Qat

0
=
R[It]at
Qat

∩Q
R Ia 
q

.
Let (e, f )R be a reduction of K , and let v denote the valuation associated with the valuation ring V . By Theorem 3.8(1), there
exists g ∈ L \ LV such that
ξ0 := gen, ξ1 := gen−1f , . . . , ξn−1 := gef n−1, ξn := gf n
are part of aminimal generating set { ξ0, . . . , ξn, . . . , ξr } of I and v(ξj) > v(ξ0) = · · · = v(ξn) = v(I) for jwith n+1 ≤ j ≤ r ,
where r := ordRI . Let X, Y be variables over k. The proof of Theorem 3.8(2) gives the following k-algebra isomorphism :
G := R[It]
Q
= k[ξ0,ξ1, . . . ,ξn−1,ξn] ψ∼= k[Xn, Xn−1Y , . . . , XY n−1, Y n] =: B,
where ψ(ξj) = Xn−jY j for j with 0 ≤ j ≤ n. Here ξj denote the image of ξjt in G1. Notice that G1 = ⟨ξ0,ξ1, . . . ,ξn⟩
is an (n + 1)-dimensional vector space over k. Since a ∈ I and v(a) = v(I), the imagea of at in G1 is nonzero. Writea = u0ξ0 + u1ξ1 + · · · + unξn, where (u0, u1, . . . , un) ≠ (0, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ kn+1. Put
z := ψ(a) = u0Xn + u1Xn−1Y + · · · + un−1XY n−1 + unY n. (2)
Hence we have the following isomorphism:
R
 I
a

q
∼= Ga0 ∼= Bz0
Since the field k is algebraically closed, the homogeneous polynomial z factors as a product of n homogeneous linear
polynomials, say z = h1 · · · hn. Since the ring
Bz

0 = k
[
Xn
z
,
Xn−1Y
z
, . . . ,
Y n
z
]
,
it follows that for every homogeneous polynomial w in k[X, Y ] of degree n, the element wz is in

Bz

0. By taking w =
X
∏
j≠i hj and thenw = Y
∏
j≠i hj, we see that
k
[
X
h1
,
Y
h1
,
X
h2
,
Y
h2
, . . . ,
X
hn
,
Y
hn
]
⊆ Bz0.
Indeed, it is readily seen that this inclusion is an equality. The structure of the ring

Bz

0 depends on the number of
nonassociate homogeneous linear polynomials among h1, . . . , hn. By making a linear change of variables, we may assume
that Y is not an associate of any of the linear homogeneous polynomials hj. Then by modifying hj by a unit of k, we may
assume that hj = X − cjY , where cj ∈ k.
If all the hi are equal to h1, then

Bz

0 = k[ Xh1 , Yh1 ]. Since the k-vector space ⟨ Xh1 , Yh1 ⟩ = ⟨1, Yh1 ⟩ , the ring k[ Xh1 , Yh1 ] = k[ Yh1 ]
is a polynomial ring k[T ] in the variable T := Yh1 over the field k. If the set {h1, . . . , hn} consists of s > 1 distinct homogeneous
polynomials, then

Bz

0 is a localization of k[T ] at amultiplicatively closed set generated by a nonzero polynomial of degree
s− 1. To see this we may assume that c1, . . . , cs are distinct elements of k and that hj = X − cjY for 1 ≤ j ≤ s. We have
Bz

0 = k
[
Y
X − c1Y , . . . ,
Y
X − csY
]
,
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where T = YX−c1Y . For each jwith 2 ≤ j ≤ s, we have YX−cjY = T(c1−cj)T+1 . Thus
Bz

0 = k
[
T ,
T
(c1 − c2)T + 1 , . . . ,
T
(c1 − cs)T + 1
]
.
Since 1 − (c1−cj)T
(c1−cj)T+1 = 1(c1−cj)T+1 , we have k[T , T(c1−cj)T+1 ] = k[T , 1(c1−cj)T+1 ], for each j with 2 ≤ j ≤ s. This completes the
proof of Corollary 3.10. 
As an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.10, we have:
Corollary 3.11 ([6, Corollary 3.9]). Let (R,m, k) be a two-dimensional regular local ring with an algebraically closed residue
field k. Let I be anm-primary integrally closed ideal of R and let a be a nonzero element of I. Put S := R[I/a]N , where N is a height
twomaximal ideal of R[I/a]which containsmR[I/a] (assuming there is such an ideal). Let p be any prime minimal overmS. Then
S/p is regular.
Remark 3.12. The conclusion in Theorem 3.8 that R[It]/Q is normal and the conclusion aboutminimal multiplicity both fail
in general if R is not regular. There exists a two-dimensional normal local domain (R,m) with a normalm-primary ideal I
having a unique Rees valuation ring such that the two-dimensional standard graded domain R[It]/Q is not integrally closed,
where Q is the unique minimal prime of mR[It]. Moreover, the localization of R[It]/Q at its maximal homogeneous ideal
does not have minimal multiplicity. These assertions are demonstrated with I = m in Example 4.3.
4. Examples
Example 4.1. Let (R,m, k) be a two-dimensional regular local ring with m = (x, y)R. Let I := m2K , where K := (x, y2)R
and S := R[It]. By Zariski’s factorization theory [11, Theorem 14.4.9], we have two Rees valuations V ,W of I .
(1) Let v := ordR and w be the valuation associated withW such that v(x) = v(y) = 1 and w(x) = 2 and w(y) = 1. Then
we have the following table :
x3 x2y xy2 y4 I
v 3 3 3 4 3
w 6 5 4 4 4
(2) F(I) = R[It]mR[It] ∼= k[X,Y ,Z,W ](XW ,YW ) . Then Min(mR[It]) = {P,Q }, where P := (y4t,m)S and Q := (x3t, x2yt,m)S. Hence we have
R[It]
P
∼= k[T1,T2,T3]
(T1T3−T22 )
and R[It]Q ∼= k[T1, T2].
(3) J := (x3 + y4, xy2) is a reduction of I . Let a := x3 + y4 and b := xy2. Then a∗ = X3 and b∗ = XY 2 in grm(R) ∼= k[X, Y ],
and hence GCD(a∗, b∗) = (X)grm(R). Thus
 a
b

v
=  xy 2, and so k(v) : k ab v = 2. And k(w) : k ab w = 1.
Example 4.2. Let (R,m, k) be a two-dimensional regular local ring with m = (x, y)R and with an algebraically closed
residue field k. Let I := K 4L, where K := (x, y2)R and L := (x4 − y7, y8, x3y3, x2y5, x5). let S := R[It]. Then :
(1) K and L are simple integrally closedm-primary ideals.
(2) ReesI = {V ,W }, where ReesK = {V } and Rees L = {W }
(3) Let v and w be the valuation associated with V and W , respectively. Then we have v(x) = 2, v(y) = 1 and
w(x) = 7, w(y) = 4, and moreoverw(x4 − y7) = 32 = w(y8).
(4) I = x4(x4 − y7), x3y2(x4 − y7), x2y4(x4 − y7), xy6(x4 − y7), y8(x4 − y7), x4y8, x3y10, x2y12, xy14 and ordR(I) = 8.
Then we have the following table :
x4(x4 − y7) x3y2(x4 − y7) x2y4(x4 − y7) xy6(x4 − y7) y8(x4 − y7) x4y8 x3y10 x2y12 xy14
v 15 15 15 15 15 16 16 16 16
w 60 61 62 63 64 60 61 62 63
(5) J := (x4(x4 − y7), y8(x4 − y7) + x4y8) is a reduction of I . Let a := x4(x4 − y7) and b := y8(x4 − y7) + x4y8. Then a
b

v
=  1a1b v =  x1y 4. Hencewehave k(v) : k ab v = 4. Using the sameargument,wehave k(w) : k ab w = 1.
(6) We have Min(mR[It]) = {P,Q }, where
P := (x4y8t, x3y10t, x2y12t, xy14t,m)S and
Q := (x3y2(x4 − y7)t, x2y4(x4 − y7)t, xy6(x4 − y7)t, y8(x4 − y7)t, x3y10t, x2y12t, xy14t,m)S.
Hence we have R[It]P ∼= k[T1,T2,T3,T4,T5]J where J = I2

T1 T2 T3 T4
T2 T3 T4 T5

and R[It]Q ∼= k[T1, T2].
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We close this section by giving two examples where (R,m) is a nonregular two-dimensional normal local domain with
the property thatmn is an integrally closed ideal for all positive integers n.
Example 4.3. Let S := k[X, Y , Z](X,Y ,Z) and n := (X, Y , Z)S, where k is a field of characteristic zero and X, Y , Z are
indeterminates over k. Let
R := S/fS and m := nR, where f := X2Y − Z3 − Y 4,
and let x, y, z denote the images of X , Y , Z in R. Then
R = k[x, y, z](x,y,z) and m = (x, y, z)R where x2y = z3 + y4.
Since R is a complete intersection it is Cohen–Macaulay, and the Jacobian condition implies that RP is regular for each
nonmaximal prime ideal P of R. Hence R is a two-dimensional normal local domain. Notice that
R[mt]
mR[mt] = grm(R) =
k[X, Y , Z]
(X2Y − Z3) .
Since the polynomial X2Y − Z3 is irreducible, grm(R) is an integral domain. However, since X2Y − Z3 is contained in the
square of the prime ideal (X, Y )k[X, Y , Z], the ring grm(R) is not integrally closed.
We also have
(1) mn is an integrally closed ideal for all n and Min(mR[mt]) = {mR[mt]}.
(2) ordR is the unique Rees valuation of m and V := R
m
x

mR

m
x
 is the valuation ring associated with the valuation
v := ordR.
(3) grm(R) is a two-dimensional standard graded domain that is not integrally closed and thus not a polynomial ring.
The localization of grm(R) at its maximal homogeneous ideal is a two-dimensional Cohen–Macaulay local domain of
multiplicity 3 and embedding dimension 3 and therefore does not have minimal multiplicity.
(4) J := (x, y)R is a reduction ofm. Let y1 := yx and z1 := zx . Then we have y = xy1 and z = xz1, and hence the equation
x2y = z3 + y4 implies that x3y1 = x3z31 + x4y41 and therefore y1 = z31 + xy41. Let y1 and z1 denote the images of y1 and z1
in the field k(v). We have y1 = z13 and
k(v) = k(y1, z1) = k(z1) % k(z13) = k(y1).
Therefore
k(v) : k
y
x

v

= 3,
since z1 satisfies the polynomial equation T 3 − z13 = 0 over the field k(z13).
Example 4.4. Let S := k[X, Y , Z](X,Y ,Z) and n := (X, Y , Z)S, where k is a field whose characteristic is not 3 and X, Y , Z are
indeterminates over k. Let
R := S/fS and m := nR, where f := XY − Z3,
and let x, y, z denote the images of X , Y , Z in R. Then
R = k[x, y, z](x,y,z) and m = (x, y, z)R where z3 = xy.
Since R is a complete intersection it is Cohen–Macaulay, and the Jacobian condition implies that RP is regular for each
nonmaximal prime ideal P of R. Hence R is a two-dimensional normal local domain. Notice that
R[mt]
mR[mt] = grm(R) =
k[X, Y , Z]
(XY )
and hence grm(R) is reduced, but not an integral domain. We also have
(1) The ideal mn is integrally closed ideals for every positive integer n, cf. [11, Exercise 5.7], and hence the Rees algebra
R[mt] is normal.
(2) Min(mR[mt]) = {P,Q }, where P = (xt,m)R[mt] and Q = (yt,m)R[mt].
(3) Reesm = {V ,W }, where V := R[mt]P ∩Q(R) andW := R[mt]Q ∩Q(R). The valuations v andw associated with V and
W satisfy the following:
x y z
v 2 1 1
w 1 2 1
(4) The rings R[mt]P and
R[mt]
Q are polynomial rings in two variables over k.
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(5) The ideal J := (z, x+ y) is a reduction ofm and Jm = m2, since z3 = xy.
(6) Let a := x + y and b := z. Then we have k(v) = k
 y
z

and k(w) = k
 x
z

, and hence

k(v) : k
 a
b

v

=

k(w) :
k
 a
b

w

= 1.
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